Compared to macro-organizational researchers, micro-organizational researchers
A recent estimate published by IBM analytic services suggests that 90% of the world's data have been generated within the last 2 years, with 80% of these data residing in unstructured (yet often readily accessible) formats (SINTEF, 2013) . A great deal of these newly generated data, including social media and Internet search terms, capture individual-level (microlevel) attitudes and behaviors that occur in contexts relevant to organizational scholars. Broadly defined here as data initially collected and stored for purposes other than testing the researcher's specific hypotheses, archival research (also known as secondary field research) entails capitalizing on research data that are already in existence rather than generating new primary data. 1 In contrast to macro-organizational research, micro-organizational fields, such as organizational behavior, human resources, and applied psychology, do not appear to be realizing the promise of the "Big Data" revolution or archival data sources more generally.
Indeed, an exhaustive survey of organizational research found that only a small minority of articles include archival data (Scandura & Williams, 2000) . For example, Antonakis, Bastardoz, Liu, and Schriesheim (2014) found that in the leadership domain, articles with archival data composed less than 10% of articles in high-impact social science journals. For the present review, we searched the 10 most recent years of articles in the Journal of Applied Psychology (a top journal focused almost exclusively on micro-organizational research) and found that only 12% of the articles included at least one study that utilized archival data. Moreover, when micro-organizational researchers have used archival methodologies, they have tended to focus on a relatively narrow set of archival measures, such as employee compensation, turnover, and other ratings from personnel records kept in human resources departments.
We suspect that the primary reason that micro-organizational researchers have underutilized archival research is because they believe the potential limitations (those related to construct validity and omitted psychological mechanisms) outweigh the benefits for studying individual and group behavior. Additionally, underutilization may be due to dogma about the appropriateness of using archival data for conducting micro-organizational research, a lack of awareness about the vast amounts of archival data that are now available, the real or perceived irrelevance of archival data to local settings, or the real or perceived inability to access and analyze archival data sets easily. Moreover, micro-organizational researchers may not recognize the unique strengths of archival research and may simply not be trained to conduct archival research. Thus, a discussion of how to conduct archival research in micro-organizational content areas should help to address some of the issues that are keeping the microorganizational research community from capitalizing on the Big Data movement. We seek to challenge assumptions of micro-organizational researchers regarding the appropriateness of archival methods for micro-organizational research, namely, that issues of measurement and construct validity related to archival data are insurmountable for topics relevant to microorganizational research and that the scope of archival data opportunities is generally restricted to commercially available data sets focused on firm-level analysis.
Rather than viewing the strengths and limitations of archival research as trade-offs that researchers must make if they choose to use archival methodologies, we argue that the limitations of archival methodology (mainly dealing with measurement and construct validity) can be addressed through specific strategies and by using archival research in ways that are supplemental to those already commonly used within micro-organizational research. That is, we argue that archival approaches offer strengths that contribute to the goals of conducting full-cycle organizational research (Chatman & Flynn, 2005) . Assuming the limitations surrounding measurement and construct validity are adequately addressed elsewhere, the strengths of archival research present a unique avenue upon which to expand and test microorganizational theories. We contend that once hypotheses are supported using other methods (e.g., surveys, experiments), archival research provides the opportunity to explore phenomena in social, political, and/or cultural realms that are typically unsuitable for other forms of research (i.e., Assuming that this hypothesis is true, in what ways does it manifest in the world?). Thus, archival research can offer a unique avenue for tying psychological phenomena to important real-world outcomes. Accordingly, we present here the unique strengths and challenges of archival methods, focusing on issues pertinent to micro-organizational researchers.
We first discuss eight specific strengths that are common in archival research that can be specifically applied in the context of micro-organizational research. We discuss how microorganizational researchers have recently utilized archival databases in innovative ways, providing examples of how such research capitalizes on each of these strengths. We then discuss common known limitations to archival research and describe how they might be overcome within a micro-organizational research context. We provide tables that show examples of archival research in micro-organizational research, as well as some examples of data sources that can be used for this purpose. In sum, we develop an initial toolkit for micro-organizational researchers that should enable them to more fully capture the value of the currently underutilized archival research approach.
Strengths of Archival Research
In this section, we discuss strengths of archival methodology for the purpose of advancing micro-organizational research. Although not all archival data sets uniformly offer these strengths, they generally represent strengths not readily afforded by more commonly used methods in micro-organizational research. We address each of these strengths, sharing examples from recent archival micro-organizational research. We begin with a novel type of question that is made possible by archival research: identifying unexpected manifestations of a theory in the real world.
construct measurement/validity of process variables-on the basis of the assumption that the process is supported in previous research findings-with the benefits of meaningfully operationalizing important outcomes in the world.
By asking themselves, Assuming that this hypothesis is true, in what ways does it manifest in the world?, micro-organizational researchers can uncover new and unexpected domains in which a theory may hold true. For example, across a series of three studies using data from government agencies, Varnum and Kitayama (2010) found that babies received popular names less frequently in western regions of the United States compared to eastern regions. This pattern was replicated when comparing baby names in western versus eastern Canadian provinces. Explanations for this revolved around the voluntary settlement theory, which proposed that economically motivated voluntary settlement in the frontiers (e.g., western areas of the United States and Canada) fostered values of independence. Thus, in the case of baby naming-a behavioral act with strong personal and familial significance-babies born in western versus eastern regions receive less popular baby names.
Approaching research questions from this angle allows for overlooked novelty but also allows us to capture the broader domain space of a construct. Historically, focus within micro-organizational research on measurement properties (which typically entailed using scales with good psychometric properties) may mean that our studies cover only a narrow part of the domain space of a construct (Leavitt, Mitchell, & Peterson, 2010) . In contrast, by examining proxies with archival data, we can show that the same pattern of results generalizes to other socially meaningful conceptualizations of a construct.
Strength 2: Measurement of Socially Sensitive Phenomena
Many organizationally relevant phenomena are socially sensitive and, thus, difficult to measure accurately through either self-report or in a laboratory in which participants are aware that they are under observation. Some behavior, such as unethical behavior, deviant work behavior, counterproductive workplace behavior, workplace harassment, incivility, work discrimination, abusive supervision, and workplace bullying, may be accompanied by social stigma and punishment (Bellizzi & Hasty, 2002; Cameron, Chaudhuri, Erkal, & Gangadharan, 2009; Gino, Shu, & Bazerman, 2010) . Large literatures indicate that these behaviors are common in organizations (cf. Wimbush & Dalton, 1997) , but employees may not be willing to admit to engaging in such behavior. A common solution to this is to have employees rate each other on these behaviors, such as supervisors rating subordinates (e.g., Barnes, Schaubroeck, Huth, & Ghumman, 2011) . However, many socially sensitive behaviors may be conducted in private, with the intended goal of deliberately avoiding detection. In other words, both self-rated and other-rated measures of socially sensitive behaviors may be limited, capturing only some instances of what is generally socially sensitive behavior.
Archival data can be especially helpful in the context of socially sensitive phenomena. For example, counterproductive work behavior could come with the stigma of being perceived as a bad employee or with the possibility of being fired or being passed over for opportunities for career advancement or financial benefits. Detert, Treviño, Burris, and Andiappan (2007) conducted a study of counterproductive work behavior in 265 restaurants. Their measure of counterproductive work behavior was food loss, which was obtained from organizational archives. Although the archival data in this study did not link counterproductive work behavior to individuals, the data did indicate at the work unit level an objective estimate of a specific counterproductive work behavior. Bing, Stewart, Davison, Green, and McIntyre (2007) similarly studied counterproductive behavior, operationalizing it as traffic violations stored in archives. Dilchert, Ones, Davis, and Rostow (2007) operationalized counterproductivity in police officers as incidents recorded in organizational archives, including racially offensive conduct, incidents involving excessive force, misuse of official vehicles, and damaging official property.
Harmful aggressive workplace behavior may similarly be viewed as undesirable in employees, with negative outcomes for employees perceived as engaging in such behavior. Larrick, Timmerman, Carton, and Abrevaya (2011) conducted a study of aggression and retaliatory behavior toward fellow employees by utilizing archival data from Major League Baseball, including 57,293 professional baseball games. They operationalized aggressive behavior as batters who were hit by a pitch (including controls such as pitcher accuracy), which is recorded in the detailed baseball archives. As with the Detert et al. (2007) study noted above, Larrick et al. measured their outcome variable in a manner that avoids the limitations of measuring socially sensitive behavior through self-report or supervisor report.
Work accidents may similarly be socially sensitive, in that they may call into question the competence of employees and organizations involved in the incident. In some organizational contexts, reporting workplace accidents is required by law or policy (cf. Barnes & Wagner, 2009) , such that employees not reporting such accidents risk being fired. However, potential sanctions for injuries provide incentives for organizations to underreport accidents and injuries. In a study of 1,390 employees, Probst, Brubaker, and Barsotti (2008) compared data from Occupational Safety and Health Administration logs-the mechanism for reporting injuries and illnesses to regulating bodies-with medical claims data from an owner-controlled insurance program, which is not monitored by regulating bodies. Probst and colleagues found that the number of injuries reported in the owner-controlled insurance program was over three times higher than that reported by surveys to the official Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
In many of the cases noted above, socially sensitive behaviors are measured and archived indirectly or incidentally as part of a larger effort. However, organizations occasionally go through considerable efforts to measure socially sensitive behavior by using resources that are typically beyond the reach of most researchers. For example, credit agencies gather information from various sources, including a broad array of creditors, to feed into financial algorithms to generate credit scores. Bernerth, Taylor, Walker, and Whitman (2012) utilized this archival data from Fair Isaac Corporation to test their model of employee behavior and performance. Social media and marketing organizations may similarly present opportunities to draw upon multiple external sources to measure variables that are relevant to organizational behavior.
In all of the examples noted above, the archival sources of data avoid many of the limitations entailed by researchers directly asking research participants or their supervisors to report socially sensitive data to researchers. Although archival sources of data are not without their own limitations, many such sources are measured in a manner that is not salient to the research participants, minimizing the incentive or opportunity to distort their responses. Indeed, in examples such as the injury reports noted by Probst et al. (2008) and the credit scores noted by Bernerth et al. (2012) , archival data are uniquely robust to the efforts of employees who may deliberately distort self-reported data.
Strength 3: Research Reproducibility
Management and micro-organizational research have recently increased focus on the topic of transparency in data and analyses (Briner & Walshe, 2013; Kepes & McDaniel, 2013 ; see also Nosek, Spies, & Motyl, 2012; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011) . This is due in part to concerns regarding research misconduct (Simonsohn, 2013) as well as differences in opinion regarding the most appropriate procedures for conducting analyses. Because archival data can typically be obtained by interested parties seeking to replicate analyses, these data allow transparency in a manner that is not as readily accessible in laboratory or field research. Indeed, many archival data sets are publicly available and often are free to access. This discourages research misconduct and allows for easier detection of misconduct. Furthermore, it enables open and transparent discussions regarding different approaches to data analysis for the same research question (e.g., compare the updated conclusions of Silberzahn, Simonsohn, & Uhlmann, 2014 , to the original conclusions of . Indeed, archival research will often allow for a form of replication in which the same data are used and the analyses and conclusions are examined by multiple independent parties (Sakaluk, Williams, & Biernat, 2014) . Relatedly, access to publicly available data also "levels the playing field" for scholars at institutions with limited resources, increasing the number of scholars who can contribute to a research area.
Strength 4: Statistical Power
Small samples are subject to Type II errors, in that they may lack the statistical power to detect a relationship between constructs (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003) . This may lead to deficient theories that leave out important theoretical links. Small samples are also subject to Type I errors, in that sampling error may lead to results that provide false positives that will not replicate in other samples (Hollenbeck, DeRue, & Mannor, 2006 A related issue is that with small samples, sampling error becomes a significant issue that biases the results. As clearly indicated by Hunter and Schmidt (2004) , many studies of the same phenomenon will have results that appear different, and much of these differences will be due simply to sampling error. The solution proposed by Hunter and Schmidt is metaanalyzing literatures. Meta-analysis is a very helpful tool, but often literatures have to wait for years for enough studies to accumulate to meta-analyze. In large samples, there is much less of an issue of sampling error driving differences in effect sizes among different studies, enabling researchers to begin making strong inferences before sufficient articles have accumulated for a meta-analysis.
Although not all archival data sets are large, many archival databases contain very large data sets with sample sizes that are simply not found in other areas of research. Laboratory and field studies commonly have as many as a few hundred participants, but archival studies commonly have thousands of participants. Examples of archival research utilizing extremely large data sets include Barnes and Wagner (2009) with over 500,000 work injuries and Larrick et al. (2011) with over 4 million employee interactions. In sum, many archival databases enable very high levels of statistical power that mitigate concerns of both Type I and Type II errors. Although this is not the case with every archival study, this occurs much more frequently with archival research than with more typical forms of research.
The statistical power provided by many archival data sets may invite concerns that researchers will find statistically significant but not practically significant effects. This is a reasonable concern, in that there may be detectable effects that are trivial in nature. However, if researchers focus on effect sizes in addition to statistical significance, effects that have practical significance can be identified. Additionally, relatively small effects may have profound aggregate impact over time, a phenomenon known as sensitive dependence. For example, an agent-based simulation by Martell, Lane, and Emrich (1996) found that a 1% gender bias (which may be otherwise viewed as trivial) led to nearly the same level of underrepresentation of women at the top levels of an organization as a 5% bias. While arithmetic simulations allow scholars to test for the downstream consequences of dynamic models (Fioretti, 2013) , they rely heavily on starting points and careful model specification to make accurate predictions. We argue that archival research can similarly be used to examine sensitive dependence without requiring such a priori formalized assumptions. For example, Barnes and Wagner (2009) incorporated a weak quasimanipulation of sleep on a broad scale, showing evidence that even small amounts of lost sleep have work outcomes that are of practical significance. In this form of demonstration, the high statistical power that is often possible with archival research allows for examinations of small changes in predictors. Thus, the small effect of the spring change to daylight saving time (i.e., only 1 lost hour of sleep) would typically go unnoticed, but Barnes and Wagner detected a notable increase in workplace injuries of 5.6%. This work has subsequently been cited in policy arguments involving the value and harm caused by daylight saving time, whereas similar research conducted within the laboratory (reporting only effect sizes on momentary outcomes) would be unlikely to capture the concern of regulators (Barnes & Drake, in press; Mirsky, 2014) .
Strength 5: Deriving Population Parameter Estimates
Not only do researchers aim to uncover the relationships among constructs but, often, researchers and practitioners also are interested in estimating the population value of an effect. Indeed, for practitioners, specific estimates can provide more useful data. For example, beyond simply indicating that the relationship between two variables is significantly different than zero, a population parameter estimate may indicate how much a manager should weight a specific decision cue. Typically, organizational behavior researchers utilize samples and estimate confidence intervals that should contain parameter estimates. As Cohen et al. (2003) note, standard errors influence confidence intervals, and larger samples decrease standard errors. Thus, larger samples enable better population parameter estimates. And as noted above, archival databases often provide opportunities to utilize very large samples.
Additionally, archival databases are sometimes constructed in order to be carefully representative of a specific population in a manner that is typically not possible in other forms of research. For example, the Bureau of Labor Statistics goes to great lengths to ensure the representativeness of the American Time Use Survey, utilizing a large staff to track down a very large and carefully sampled group of research participants. Barnes, Wagner, and Ghumman (2012) utilized this archival database to test a theoretical extension to the work-life conflict literature. Although samples can never perfectly emulate the population from which they came, the American Time Use Survey provided a much better approximation than a convenience sample or even a systematically sampled group of a few hundred participants. The amount of resources required to generate a truly representative sample is typically beyond what is available to most micro-organizational researchers. Typically, researchers rely on meta-analyses to aggregate findings across different studies conducted in different settings. As indicated above, meta-analyses are extremely helpful tools, but they require time to accumulate enough of a body of studies to aggregate. Moreover, the aggregation of multiple nonrepresentative studies does not necessarily result in an aggregated sample that is representative of the population. Indeed, by definition, meta-analyses are composed of the individual studies they aggregate, and researchers have called into question the representativeness of samples in organizational behavior (Shen, Kiger, Davies, Rasch, Simon, & Ones, 2011) .
A recent example of an empirical article estimating a population parameter estimate is the Probst et al. (2008) examination of workplace injuries and illnesses in construction companies. As noted above, Probst et al. estimated the actual occurrence of injuries by probing an owner-controlled insurance program. Probst et al. explicitly note that even their estimate is likely conservative, in that there are likely some injuries that are not reported even to nongovernment-monitored insurance programs. However, their estimate likely more closely approximates the true score of the injury rate than do other methods of investigation.
Strength 6: Examining Effects Across Time
Time is an important factor that may influence the proposed relationship between variables. Mitchell and James (2001) note that within organizational literature, few studies specifically address the theoretical and methodological issues caused by time. For example, in most X and Y relationships examined by management scholars-where X is theorized and empirically demonstrated to cause Y-issues relating to the duration of the effect or the trajectory of the effect over time are not specific. This may be due in part to costs (time, monetary, etc.) associated with conducting longitudinal studies.
Archival research may thus prove an especially useful tool upon which to examine issues of time in micro-organizational research. With regards to the duration of effects, many archival data sources have a longitudinal design, which allows researchers to examine the duration of an effect. Using data from the Dunedin Study-which is a longitudinal study of the health and behavior of individuals in Dunedin, New Zealand- Roberts, Caspi, and Moffitt (2003) found that work experiences affected personality traits over the course of an 8-year time span. This allowed for a more precise specification regarding (a) the existence of an effect between work experiences and personality development and (b) the duration with which work experiences affect personality development. Similarly, Judge and Kammeyer-Mueller (2012) studied ambition by using data from the Terman Life Cycle Study, which examines high-ability individuals over a 7-decade period.
The longitudinal nature of archival data sources could also speak to when effects occur. Using data from the German Socio Economic Panel, which tracks labor and demographic characteristics of German workers, Weller, Holtom, Matiaske, and Mellewigt (2009) found that personal recruitment methods had the strongest effect on turnover early on in employees' tenure with the organization. The effects diminished as employees' tenure with the organization increased. In addition to addressing the duration of effects, archival data sources can speak to the trajectory of phenomenon over time. Indeed, some archival sources, such as the General Social Survey (which began in 1972) and the Current Population Survey (which began in 1940), are conducted annually or biennially, allowing researchers to examine whether phenomenon change over the course of long periods of time that are impractical in other forms of research. For example, Highhouse, Zickar, and Yankelevich (2010) used the General Social Survey to assess whether the American work ethic is in a state of decline or of increase or has remained constant from the period of 1980 to 2006 and whether that trend is similar to or different from the trend observed from the period of 1950 to 1980.
Strength 7: Differences in Relationships Across Sociopolitical Contexts
Micro-organizational researchers are increasingly focusing on cross-cultural research. Such research enables examination of differences between cultures in behaviors and relationships among constructs (e.g., Ng & Van Dyne, 2001 ) and of how people from different cultures interact together (Hinds, Liu, & Lyon, 2012) and provides diverse perspectives for theoretical innovation (Chen, Leung, & Chen, 2009 ). Sociopolitical contexts may be explicitly included in theoretical models or explored as potentially relevant moderators.
P. E. Spector and colleagues provide examples of such research with samples that are a hybrid between primary field research and archival research. Spector and C. L. Cooper developed the Collaborative International Study of Managerial Stress (CISMS), an ambitious field study entailing a variety of measures collected from a broad variety of participants across over 20 countries. Spector and colleagues utilized this large field sample as a database for multiple studies, in essence utilizing it as a large archival study that would enable many subsequent smaller research projects. For example, Spector et al. (2004) conducted a study of a subset of the CISMS database. Their sample was composed of over 2,000 managers from a broad variety of countries, enabling comparison of stress across different sociopolitical contexts. They found differences across Anglo, Chinese, and Latino participants with regards to work hours, job satisfaction, mental well-being, and physical well-being. In a different study also utilizing the CISMS database, Spector et al. (2002) found that locus of control beliefs contribute to well-being almost universally across 24 countries. Moreover, individualism/collectivism did not moderate this relationship. However, they suggest that how control is manifested can still differ across sociopolitical contexts. In a second phase of the CISMS study, Spector et al. (2007) found that country cluster moderated the relation of work demands with strain-based work interference with family, with the Anglo country cluster showing the strongest relationship. This suggests that research demonstrating that work demands influence strain-based work interference with family does not fully generalize to all countries, which is an important finding given that a large portion of organizational behavior research is conducted in Anglo countries.
This type of comparison of organizationally relevant phenomena across sociopolitical contexts is difficult in most primary studies. Indeed, the author string length of some such papers indicates the amount of resources this requires (e.g., 23 authors in Spector et al., 2007) . Thus, archival databases including data from multiple sociopolitical contexts can be extremely valuable in advancing research in micro-organizational research, even if such databases originate from deliberate efforts to assemble large databases that will enable programmatic subsequent studies. Indeed, the first few studies from such data sets may be considered primary research, but researchers can later go back and utilize the same such databases in a manner that would be considered using archival data. Thus, Spector and colleagues show how a primary database can be utilized later as an archival database to pursue multiple research projects. Moreover, they pursue research questions that are especially well suited for archival data.
Strength 8: Theory Extension and Testing at Higher Levels of Analysis
Micro-organizational research often includes multiple levels of nesting, with events nested within individuals nested within groups and teams nested within larger work units and divisions nested within organizations nested within national cultures. Measurement at higher levels of analysis typically involves measuring data at the individual level of analysis, providing justification for aggregation, and then aggregating (Chan, 1998; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000) . However, there are important limitations in aggregating individual data to higher levels of analysis (Newman & Sin, 2009; van Mierlo, Vermunt, & Rutte, 2009) , and groups may vary in the agreement among individuals (LeBreton & Senter, 2008) . Indeed, an intraclass correlation, or ICC(1), value of .25 can be considered a large group-level effect (LeBreton & Senter; Murphy & Myors, 1998) even though a large portion of the variance is still at the individual level.
One way to avoid many of these limitations is to directly measure the construct at the unit of analysis at which it conceptually resides. Archival databases may provide opportunities for doing exactly this. Team performance is a commonly studied construct in micro-organizational research (cf. Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005) . Some organizational contexts capture and record ratings of team performance, oftentimes on the basis of objective outcome data rather than individual perceptions. For example, Keller (2006) examined 118 research and development project teams, obtaining data on profitability and speed to market as operationalizations of team performance from the archives of the sample organization.
Outside of the teams literature, there may be other levels of analysis for which archival data are well suited. As noted above, Detert et al. (2007) conducted a study of counterproductive work behavior at the work unit level of analysis. Their measure of counterproductive work behavior was food loss at the work unit level, which was obtained from organizational archives. Thus, both conceptually and empirically the variable was at the work unit level of analysis. Indeed, the strategic management literature largely focuses on larger units of analysis (especially firm level) and utilizes archival data extensively. Micro-organizational research may often intersect with strategic management in mesolevel research, for which archival data could be very useful. For example, Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg (1988) conducted a study of a productivity measurement and enhancement system. In this research, they implemented an intervention composed of goal setting, performance measurement, and incentives. Utilizing archival data from the U.S. Air Force, they found that this intervention positively influenced organizational productivity.
It is worth noting that it is important to control for omitted sources of variance due to nesting of data that violates assumptions of nonindependence of data (Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, & Lalive, 2010; Bollen & Brand, 2010; Halaby, 2004) . Researchers may err by using random-effects methods without ensuring that sources of variance from higher levels of analysis are accounted for. Thus, archival researchers should leverage the multilevel nature of archival data sources when appropriate and in other circumstances merely control for multilevel nesting.
Challenges and Solutions for Archival Research in the MicroOrganizational Domain

Selecting the Research Question
In conducting archival research, an important first step is selecting the research question. In research that takes a theory testing approach, theoretical models will serve as the source of the research question. Theory testing is an important means of advancing our science and is clearly an appropriate strategy for archival research. However, archival research can also be well suited to an exploratory approach that can serve as an important building block to subsequent confirmatory studies. In research that is more exploratory in nature, then, a gap between theories may often be a source of the research question. Wherever the question comes from, it is important to consider whether it is suitable for archival research.
Given the concerns we discuss below regarding how archival research may have construct validity limitations, it may be helpful to consider the likelihood that a particular construct from a research question is likely to be a good fit for archival research. With the exception of research databases constructed by researchers for the purpose of enabling future researchfor example, the General Social Study (Highhouse et al., 2010) and the National Youth Longitudinal Study (Judge, Hurst, & Simon, 2009 )-most archival databases will not include psychological states, such as affect or cognition. Archival databases are typically more useful for measuring behaviors, outcomes, and dimensions of the context. Thus, researchers will typically have more success in conducting archival research when the research question entails measuring behaviors, work outcomes, or context.
An additional question to consider is the primary goal in asking the research question. As noted above, archival research will commonly (but not always) suffer limitations in establishing causality. However, archival research is better suited than many other alternatives for some goals. Micro-organizational researchers will likely find their archival research efforts to be most successful when their research questions play to the strengths of archival research.
Concerns regarding archival methodologies primarily surround construct validity issues and causality issues. In the next section, we discuss these limitations and recommend potential strategies to mitigate these weaknesses, especially multistudy approaches that use complementary methods.
Construct Validity
Archival data can come from many sources (see Table 1 ). Some such sources will be large-scale surveys conducted for the purposes of enabling future studies that are yet to be determined and will utilize psychometrically sound measures. More common will be archival databases assembled for purposes other than conducting any sort of research. For example, sports databases (e.g., Barnes, Reb, & Ang, 2012; Larrick et al., 2011; Timmerman, 2007) are typically created for the purposes of recording history and giving sports fans another means of following games. Accident and injury databases are typically created and maintained not for research purposes but in order to enable the improvement of practice and to enable government oversight (e.g., Barnes & Wagner, 2009 ). Publically available, externally conducted customer service ratings, such as Trip Advisor, are typically assembled to guide consumer decisions (e.g., Conlon, Van Dyne, Milner, & Ng, 2004) . Researchers should be cautious when considering such databases, carefully evaluating whether the measures included in the database can be said to accurately represent a given construct. In laboratory research, manipulation checks can help to ensure that the experimental procedure manipulates what was intended (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) . In primary field research, researchers can seek to establish construct validity by examining convergent and divergent validity, often using factor analysis as a tool in such examinations. However, in archival research, such tools may be limited given that measures may be single item (e.g., employee job performance is reported as a single-item score, such as sales) without additional items assessing the construct of interest.
As noted by Schwab (1980) , reliability is necessary (but not sufficient) for construct validity. Almost all primary field research measures at least one form of reliability, such as test-retest reliability, internal consistency, split-half reliability, or group mean reliability (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000; Nunnaly & Bernstein, 1994) . These tools are also often not available in archival research, making it difficult to empirically evaluate the reliability of variables included in many archival databases. Indeed, researchers should evaluate the potential of each archival source for issues such as missing data and inaccurately recorded data. There will likely be variance from database to database in the reliability of the data, and few archival databases will have multi-item measures that allow for typical measurement of reliability. Moreover, in some databases, it is not clear to what degree different data contributors vary in their coding approach or whether some people responsible for entering data were not diligent in doing so.
To an even greater degree than with most laboratory or primary field research, microorganizational researchers conducting archival research must carefully evaluate construct validity and be willing to walk away from a data set rather than attempt to draw inferences when construct validity is low. Most potential sources of archival data are not actually suitable for research purposes. However, given the sheer number of data sources, if even only a fraction is suitable, this can add considerable value to micro-organizational research. Furthermore, many of the downstream outcomes of interest in archival research, including salaries paid, revenues generated, retail shrinkage, or lives lost, are actually better estimated within archival sources than they are with self-reported data, which are prone to bias from self-presentation biases, limitations of memory, and recency effects.
One avenue for conducting archival research involves taking qualitative data, such as recorded or transcribed speeches, and converting these data into quantitative data in a valid manner. Content analysis is a common approach, which often involves quantifying and categorizing the content of a sample of communication. There are automated software tools that count the occurrences of certain words on the basis of research linking those words to specific constructs (Duriau, Reger, & Pfarrer, 2007) . Indeed, there are online repositories of information and social media that can feed into such tools (Agarwal, Xie, Vovsha, Rambow, & Passonneau, 2011; Bligh, Kohles, & Meindl, 2004; Cambria, Schuller, Xia, & Havasi, 2013; Feldman, 2013; Kouloumpis, Wilson, & Moore, 2011; Pang & Lee, 2008) . We recommend using validated algorithms for extracting such content. Alternatively, human independent raters can similarly code data, either on the basis of a count of specifically defined language or through the coding of other more holistic characteristics. When human coders are used, establishing the convergence amongst raters is a helpful step toward establishing the reliability of the measure.
Causality
According to Popper, "To give a causal explanation of an event means to deduce a statement which describes it, using as premises of the deduction one or more universal laws, together with certain singular statements " (1959: 38) . In order to establish causality, researchers must establish temporal precedence, establish covariation, and eliminate alternative explanations, such as spurious correlations (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2001 ). In many contexts, archival research may be as well suited as any other form of research for establishing covariation.
The ability to establish temporal precedence will vary from source to source. In some studies, there is clear temporal precedence (e.g., Pritchard et al., 1988) . In contrast, some archival databases may be cross-sectional, making it difficult if not impossible to establish temporal precedence. In such cases, reverse causality is a clear possibility that cannot be ruled out. Similarly, unmeasured variables may play important roles. Endogeneity refers to the fact that some measured variables in a model may be influenced by variables not included in the model; this is potentially problematic because variables outside of the model and data may drive both the predictor and the outcome (Hamilton & Nickerson, 2003; Hitt, Boyd, & Li, 2004) . Endogeneity is an especially concerning issue in archival research (Antonakis et al., 2014) and may cause spurious correlations. Although problems related to endogeneity can be minimized in laboratory experiments (Antonakis et al., 2010) , it remains a challenge in archival data. Nonetheless, econometricians have developed methodological approaches to minimize the complications that arise with endogeneity. For example, researchers can identify instruments in their data set. Instruments are "exogenous variables and do not depend on other variables or disturbances in the system of equations" (Antonakis et al., 2010 (Antonakis et al., : 1100 . Another approach to minimize endogeneity concerns is to use panel data. Panel data allow creating fixed effects to account for unobserved sources of variance in the cluster that predicts behavior (Hamilton & Nickerson) . Strategy researchers have identified methodological approaches to minimize the effects of endogeneity on archival data (for a comprehensive list of recommendations, see Antonakis et al., 2010) .
Also relevant is whether the construct of interest in the archival data set varies randomly in nature or whether the variable could be affected by simultaneity or omitted variables. Time (regular cycles such as daylight saving time) or geography (e.g., latitude) are less of a concern with regards to simultaneity or omitted variables. Constructs that vary randomly in nature, such as cognitive ability, may be driven by other variables (e.g., socioeconomic status) in a manner that is of greater concern. Others are clearly exogenous, such as temperature as the independent variable in Larrick et al. (2011) or mortality rates as the independent variable in Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) , which cannot vary as a function of other variables in the specification or omitted variables from the model.
Even when carefully designing archival research to attempt to meet the Popper (1959) criteria for causality and follow procedures intended to minimize concerns about endogeneity, causal implications are guaranteed only by an experimental design. However, experiments typically suffer from low statistical power (Ioannidis, 2014) and imperfect generalizability to real organizational situations. A judicious multimethod approach that includes archival data as a complement to currently prevalent methodologies in microresearch allows for the strongest scientific inferences. It may be too burdensome to expect every paper to include both archival and experimental studies. However, across a program of research in a given literature (which may include multiple papers), the inclusion of archival research to go along with experimental research should add complementary strengths. This will allow for researchers to capitalize on opposite ends of the continuum of rigor and realism.
Mitigating Limitations of Archival Research
The limitations of archival research often apply to other forms of research as well. Fortunately, there are ways to mitigate the limitations noted above (for some examples, see Table 2 ). An important step is the selection of the right archival database. Issues of temporal precedence can be addressed by selecting archival databases that are structured from data obtained at multiple time points, with a clear indication of which events preceded which. Accordingly, because critical variables are measured at multiple points in time, additional causal support can be drawn (and reciprocal causation ruled out) by showing a relationship exists between a proposed cause at Time 1 and the proposed outcome at Time 2 but not between the proposed outcome at Time 1 and the proposed cause at Time 2. Some alternative explanations can also be ruled out by selecting databases that include relevant control variables that can be utilized in subsequent analyses. Similarly, selecting carefully constructed archival databases can ameliorate issues of unreliability due to inaccuracy in collection and recording. Fortunately, many databases are painstakingly constructed, with strict procedures regarding data collection and recording. The Bureau of Labor Statistics is an example of an organization that puts great care into data collection and entry (cf. Barnes, Wagner, & Ghumman, 2012) .
A related strategy for mitigating the limitations of archival research is to carefully select variables. One limitation noted above is that it is often difficult to establish construct validity. One strategy is to select variables from databases that are constructed by researchers using validated measures (e.g., Highhouse et al., 2010; Judge et al., 2009) . Another is to select variables that capture unambiguous stimuli, such as workplace injuries (Barnes & Wagner, 2009) , workplace aggression (e.g., Larrick et al., 2011; Timmerman, 2007) , or theft (Detert et al., 2007) .
Some archival databases are potentially useful even if they have a major limitation. Rather than missing out on the potential value of such archival databases, researchers can implement the strategy of combining multiple studies. The goal of the researcher should be to address one or more of the major limitations of a given archival database with another study. Thus, matching up complementary strengths and weaknesses of different studies can help researchers to gain a better understanding and vector in multiple tests of theoretical models.
One way to do this is with a different archival database. An example of this strategy is provided by Barnes and Wagner (2009) . As noted above, their investigation of the influence of the clock changes associated with daylight saving time included a model proposing that sleep mediates the effect of the clock changes on workplace injuries. In Study 1, they utilized an archival database of mining injuries. However, Study 1 did not measure the proposed causal mechanism of sleep. To address this limitation, Barnes and Wagner conducted a second study, using the American Time Use Survey put together by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In Study 2, they directly examined the effect of clock changes on sleep.
A second way to do this is to use a different method in the complementary study. Laboratory and primary field studies tend to have different strengths and limitations of archival research that can be brought together in a complementary manner. Wagner, Barnes, Lim, and Ferris (2012) provide an example of this in their study of the influence of sleep on cyberloafing. Using a Google search database, Wagner and colleagues conducted an archival study of the clock changes associated with daylight saving time-known from the Barnes and Wagner (2009) study to be associated with lost sleep-on searches for entertainment Web sites. This archival study could not establish that such Internet searches occurred in a work setting and also did not directly measure sleep. Accordingly, Wagner and colleagues conducted an additional laboratory study that directly examined the effect of sleep on cyberloafing. The laboratory study was conducted in an artificial setting, which entails a different set of limitations. However, the two studies together provide stronger support for their model than the archival study alone. In considering complementary studies, one important question to ask is how the complementary study specifically addresses a limitation of the archival study. For example, if there were concern about endogeneity in a given relationship in an archival study, an especially helpful complementary study would be an experimental study involving a manipulation of the key independent variable. Utilization of multiple types of studies is consistent with recent calls for full-cycle research. Chatman and Flynn define full-cycle organizational research as an iterative approach to understanding individual and group behavior in organizations, which includes: (a) field observation of interesting organizational phenomena, (b) theorizing about the causes of the phenomena, (c) experimental tests of the theory, and (d) further field observations that enhance understanding and inspire additional theorizing. (2005: 435) Arguing that full-cycle organizational research is a powerful system for advancing our understanding of organizational behavior, Chatman and Flynn note that observational research has benefits that include (1) evidence that validates (or invalidates) assumptions about both whether phenomenon occur and whether hypothesized relationships occur in realistic settings, (2) determining the relevance of a phenomenon, and (3) identifying the complexity of the construct. We contend that archival research can be an additionally helpful tool for fullcycle research. Indeed, by including both a tightly controlled laboratory experiment and a large-scale study of naturally occurring behavior, Wagner and colleagues (2012) took a step in the direction of full-cycle research. This is consistent with the idea that by utilizing different types of tools (laboratory, field, archival research, and meta-analysis), we can triangulate the findings to converge on evidence that is more compelling than that generated by using only one tool.
The limitations regarding measurement and construct validity can thus be addressed through careful selection of archival data sources and variables and by complementing archival methodologies with methodologies that are more common in micro-organizational research (e.g., surveys, lab studies, field experiments). Indeed, we believe that the field of micro-organizational research has the luxury of adding archival studies in domains that are already supplemented by rigorous primary data approaches. Thus, assumptions about measurement of process variables can be relaxed to extend well-supported theory and uncover meaningful downstream implications. In other words, rather than being overly constrained by measurement issues that are inherent in archival research, micro-organizational research can take steps to address the limitations and in so doing open themselves to the benefits of archival research.
In combining different methods, it is worth noting that researchers should look beyond simply meta-analyzing the results of different studies. Although meta-analyses are appealing because they enable quantitative combination of multiple studies, Newman, Jacobs, and Bartram (2007) demonstrated that Bayesian analysis can provide more generalizable and accurate estimations when compared to meta-analytic or single study estimations. Whereas meta-analysis improves the precision of an estimation by calculating the mean validity across settings, single studies provide relatively imprecise estimations of the true local validity in a single setting (Newman et al.) . One of the advantages of Bayesian analysis is its combination of random-effects meta-analytic estimates (Bayesian prior) with local validity study estimates. This new estimation is called Bayesian posterior (see Box & Tiao, 1973; Iversen, 1984) . For a review of Bayesian analysis, see Newman et al.
Conclusion
As noted above, archival data have proven enormously useful in organizational research. However, micro-organizational researchers have been reluctant to consider archival data (Scandura & Williams, 2000) . Historically, when micro-organizational researchers have used archival data, it has been for a relatively narrow range of topics related to compensation and turnover. There are many other potential sources of archival data, with new sources likely to appear in future years. The Big Data revolution is here, and micro-organizational researchers should make efforts to avoid being left behind. As Big Data picks up steam, the number of opportunities for relevant data should increase considerably. Thus, this discussion will hopefully provide some examples that will be useful to readers in considering what types of archival data sets are in existence and, perhaps more importantly, spark ideas for places to look for other sources.
Note
1. Although meta-analyses can be categorized as archival (e.g., Scandura & Williams, 2000) , we consider this to be a different type of research that is already well leveraged in micro-organizational research.
